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Translated by Joshua A. Fogel
University of California, Santa Barbara
Translator's note. Masuda Wataru (1903-77) graduated from Tokyo
University in 1929 with a degree in Chinese philosophy and literature. In 1931 he went to Shanghai where he was introduced to Lu Xun
i} ill by the celebrated Uchiyama Kanzo P'1 ill jG ~
(see the article on
Uchiyama by Paul Scott below), owner af the largest Japanese bookstore in China. Masuda was much influenced by his close association
with Lu and later devoted years of study to Lu's work. He translated
Lu ' s Zhongguo xiaoshuo shi1tie t:P ~ Ij' ~ ~ ~
[Brief History of the
Chinese Novel] in the early 1930s and served as an editor and translator of the 1936-37 Japanese edition of Lu Xun writings. In the
postwar years, Masuda wrote much on modern Chinese literature and on
Sino-Japanese relations. When the great scholar of Chinese literature, Takeuchi Yoshimi ¥f[;fqtff (1901-77) passed away (see SJS, II.1,
pp. 5-6), Masuda was slated to deliver the eulogy. While speaking,
he suffered a heart attack and died.
What follows is the first installment in a annotated translation
of this seminal work in Sino-Japanese cultural interchange, covering
the period from the mid- to late Qing. Much of Masuda's book concerns the transmission or dissemination of texts: hence, the subtitle. Readers may have some of the rare works mentioned below.
Please let me know publication information for such texts or about
editions of these works not mentioned by Masuda. Numbered notes are
the author's original; lettered ones are my annotations. I have also
added the dates for as many ot the persons mentions as I was able to
locate and added bibliographic information to aid researchers in
tracking these works down.
1.

Wanquo qonqfa 7J ~ ~ #.;

and Medical Texts

In his On the People's Democratic Dictatorship (1949), Mao
Zedong ~ ili
wrote:
From the time of China's defeat in the Opium War of 1840,
Chinese progressives went through untold hardships in their
quest for truth from the Western countries. Hong Xiuquan~~~,
Kang Youwei l\R ~ ~ , Yan Fu 1& Ui and Sun Zhongshan fJf. t:P ill were representative of those who had looked to the West for truth before
the Communist Party of China was born. Chinese who then sought
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progress would read any book containing the new knowledge from
the West.
The Yongzheng Emperor (r. 1723-36) of the early Qing dynasty
initiated a policy of interdiction against Christianity, but when
this ban was removed by virtue of the Tianjin and Beijing Treaties in
the late Qing, innumerable missionaries came to China. At the same
time that they carried on their proselytizing efforts, these missionaries were also involved in enlightenment work through the introduction of Western academic culture. They trans l a t e d into Chinese a
wide array of Western works. These trans l ations were published for
the most part in urban centers such as Shangha i , and for concrete
data on titles and translators, Liang Qi ch ao ~ ~ m (1873-1929)
penned the Xixue shumu biao [§~1f § ~ [Li sting of Western Books,
1896]. I have transcribed the entirety of that work in my Chugoku
bungaku shi kenkyu rp ~ 3t ~ ~ iiJf ~
[Stud i e s in Chinese Literary
History] (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1966).
with the repeated military defeats from the Opium War on,
Chinese were compelled to reflect seriously upon the deficiencies in
their country and its culture. At the same time, the outpouring of
published [usually classical] Chinese translations of Western academic writings led many to envision on an intellectual plane reform of
the state structure. These works of "enlightenment" [as they became
known] formed a bridge linking classical China with the institutional
reform of contemporary China.
Such works of "Western learning" (xixue f!§ ~ ) in classical
Chinese pUblished in the late Qing by foreign missionaries were
quickly introduced into Japan as well. From the late Tokugawa period
into the early Meiji years, a large number of them were reprinted and
pUblished in Japan with the appropriate Japanese punctuation for
reading classical Chinese texts. Thus, for Japan too, this well
became a new source of knowledge opened up by the West; and, it
similarly functioned to enlighten Japanese about institutional reform
in the bakumatsu-early Meiji era.
I became especially interested in the phenomenon of the importation and reprinting of these Chinese books in Japan after reading the
late Nakayama Kyiishiro' s rp L1J IJ.. ~ f!B
essay "Kinsei Shina yori Ishin
zengo no Nihon ni oyobashitaru shoshu no eikyo" ili:i!t~n~J:. '? m~M~O) SA$:
,:"& ,t L t: .p ~ f!! 'J) i~ @l! [Various influences from modern China on Japan
around the time of the Restoration] (in Meij i ishin shi kenkW a)H~ ~t. ffi ~ iiJf ~
[Studies on the History of the Meiji Restoration], ed. Shigakkai~~~,
Tokyo: Toyamabo, 1929). I had earlier been concerned with SinoJapanese relations (especially in the area of culture) and had been
collecting as many of these reprinted works as I could locate out of
bibliophilia. I have now been buying such works for about 20 or 30
years and would like ~o write something about those I have amassed.
Wanguo gongfa (in four juan) is the Chinese translation by W. A.
P. Martin (Ding Weiliang T§~ , 1827-1916) of Henry Wheaton's
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(Huidun £ i£ft , 1785-1848) Elements Q:f International Law. Martin was
an American missionary who came to China in 1850, became a teacher
and later the dean of the Jingshi daxuetang ~IDli*$1it
(Metropolitan
College, forerunner of Beijing University). The original edition of
this book in my possession is dated Tongzhi 3 (1864) and reads
"published by the Chongshiguan
~ tg
in the capital" or Beij ing • I
also have a six-volume Japanese reprint (Bankoku koho) dated Keio 1
(1865) published by the bakufu's Kaiseijo fmr£pJT , with Japanese
reading punctuation and kana affixed to personal and place names. a 1
This same edition was reprinted again in the Meiji period: issued by
Yorozuya Hyoshiro Ti ~ ~ EB SB (Tokyo: Rosokan ~ ~ ft'g ). b
In the very last year of the Tokugawa period and the first year
of Meiji (1868), the ' Bankoku koho shakugi JJ~~~~:1i
[Elements of
International Law with Commentary] was published in four string-bound
volumes in Kyoto. The first two volumes of this work were a Japanese
translation (a mixture of Chinese characters and Japanese syllabary)
by Tsutsumi Koshishi ~~±;s
Then, in 1876 the Bankoku koho
reikan ]j'm~~&~
[Elements of International Law, with Detailed
Observations] was published in eight string-bound volumes in Tokyo
, proofread by Nakamura Masanao
wi th "notes by Takaya RyUshii ~:fr fm #I
t:P t-t iE 00i
"This was a beautifully produced edition with large typeface, Japanese reading punctuation, and Chinese notes interspersed
throughout the text.
These books are only those editions in my possession. In addition, there is reportedly an 1870 work entitled Wayaku bankoku koho
fD ~ Ti IE ~ ~
[Elements of International Law, Japanese Translation],
translated and annotated by Shigeno Yasutsugu :i:1f~*, (1827-1910),
published in Kagoshima, but it only covers the first two chapters of
the first juan of the original work. Also, a Chinese translation
with Japanese reading punctuation was issued by Yamada Kin'ichiro
WEB ~ - SB in 1886. c

*

Why did the Wanquo gongfa enjoy such a warm welcome and become
so highly thought of in Japan? From the bakumatsu period through the
Restoration, Japan found itself suddenly coming into conflict with
foreign nations on a whole panoply of fronts. It became a pressing
need of the moment that Japanese at that time immediately learn
international law, which was the ken of the Wanquo gongfa. Since
until then knowledge in this area was non-existent, this work in
Chinese translation on international law was seen as a uniquely valuable handbook. One story goes that that pioneer mind Sakamoto Ryoma
:ti*ftJ!~
(1835-67) tried to have it reprinted in the domain of Tosa
and strove relentlessly to secure publication funds. Particularly
after the Restoration, when the Mei j i government transformed national
,pol i cy and opened its doors, the Wanquo gongfa became a virtual clas,s i c . In the written curriculum, when university regulations were
enacted in third year of Meiji (1870), we find tlBankoku koho" listed.
The following year it appears in the curriculum for elementary
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schools in Kyoto. That it was adopted as a textbook or a reference
work in schools elsewhere is well attested by the aforementioned
essay by Nakayama KyUshiro as well as Osatake Takeki ~ it 'it ~
,
"Bankoku koho shiso no inyiill JJ000\~.E;!t~0)~A
[The introduction of
ideas from Elements of International Law] (in Kinsei Nihon no kokusai
kannen no hattatsu iii t!!' B 0) 00 ~ ill ~ 0) ~ iI
[The Development of
Modern Japan's International Conception] (Tokyo : Kyoritsusha, 1932).
Nowadays when we use terms such as kenr i ~~Ij (rights) or gimu
~m (duties, obligations), they derive, one might argue, from the
Wanguo gongfa. A glance at its table of cont e nt s indicates that the
work employs the expressions, j ichi 13 it; (aut onomy ) , j ishu 13 :±:
(independence), and shuken :±:~ (sovereignty). When Okuma Shigenobu
*mmf§" (1838-1922), foreign minister of the [early] Meiji government, entered into disputes with diplomatic officials from England or
France, he allegedly would brandish the Chinese translation of
Elements of International Law freely to cut his way through difficulties. Such stories as this one are described in detail by Osatake in
his aforementioned essay, citing a variety of documentary evidence,
as well as in: "Bankoku koho to Mei j i ishin II Ti IE 0 iE c Bj} #1 ~1UJT
[Elements of International Law and the Meiji Restoration], in Ishin
shi sosetsu ~ fiT ~ iU~
[Essays on Restoration History] (Tokyo: Gakuj i
shoin, 1935): and "Joiron to kaikokuron" tI~~~ c ~ooi~
[Views on
expelling the foreigners and opening the country], in Meij i ishin Bj} it;
~fiT [The Meiji Restoration] (Tokyo: Hakuyosha, 1943, vol. 1) .2
Furthermore, Gongfa huitong 0#?~im (ten juan), t h e Chinese
translation (also by Martin, in 1880) of Das moderne V6lkerrecht als
Rechtsbuch by the swiss-born German legal scholar Johann Kaspar
Bluntschli (Bulun $:~ , 1808-81), was reprinted with Japanese reading punctuation accompanying the Chinese text by Kishida Ginko ~ffi
~W (1833-1905) in 1881. d The edition in my possession was published by Uchida's Rakuzendo ~~~ in five string-bound volumes. It
leads one to believe that even at this time there was a perceived
need to know about international law.
Together with the introduction of international law in the
bakumatsu and Restoration periods, Chinese translations of Western
medical texts rendered a great service to Japan. First and foremost,
this refers the Chinese-language editions of works by Benjamin Hobson
(Hexin -@if§" , 1816-73).3 Hobson was an English missionary, sent to
China in 1839, who opened a hospital in Hong Kong and later moved it
to Guangdong. He subsequently moved to Shanghai where he continued
both his missionary and medical work. In 1851 his Ouanti xinlun ~~
fiT~
[New Essay on the Entire Body] in two juan was published in
Guangdong: it was a text in human anatomy with numerous illustrations. e In the intrOduction, Hobson wrote: "I took up medicine when
I was a young man," and when dissecting human bO,dies, he often knew
the various parts upon inspection; now "I have collected Western
medical texts, compared and checked them, cut out the superfluous
materials, seized the essentials, written them down, and completed
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this book."
I do not have a copy of the 1851 original, but I do possess a
copy of the two-volume 1857 "reprint of a Chinese work" (Shinbon
honkoku m*ifI~J ) with Japanese readings notations by Mr. Ochi i£g~ ,
a doctor from Fushimi. There are as well, I am told, other editions
from the second decade of the Meiji period (1877-86), including
Zentai shinron vakkai ~ f* fJT ~ ~ m [Annotated Translation of Quanti
xinlun] and Tsiizoku zentai shinron iiJH~~f*fJT~ [Popular editions of
the Quanti xinlun].
Three other works by Hobson were published in Shanghai by Renji
yiguan L~~rg (Hospital of Benevolent Giving]: Xivi lUelun [!§~~~
[Outlines of Western, Medicine, 1857]; Fuying xinshuo ~~fJT~ [A New
Theory of Childbirth and Infant Care, 1858]; and Neike xinshuo ~M
~m [A New Theory of Internal Medicine, 1858].f
Of these three, I have the original three-juan Xiyi lUelun; it
includes 400 illustrations and detailed information on surgical operations. There is also an appended section concerning medicines.
Also, my edition contains the library inscription: "Xiangguan
yixuesuo" mrg~$pJT
(Xiangguan Medical Institute). The Japanese
wood-block edition of this work is divided into four string-bound
volumes, pUblished in 1858 by a Mr. Miyake =:=i:; of the Tojuen #6~1iJ
and issued by "Yorozuya Hyoshiro of the Rosokan."
While Xiyi IUelun deals primarily with surgery, Neike xinshuo
is, as indicated by its title, concerned with internal medicine. I
do not have an original of the latter, but I do have a three-volume
edition of it, in which the third volume contains information on
drugs and medicines under the · heading "Tozai honzo rokuyo"
[!§ ~
~~ [Essentials of medicines, East and West]; lt was pUblished in
1859 by Tojuen and issued by the very same Rosokan. In the introduction, it reads: "Neike xinlun investigates and demonstrates the ways
to make use of medicines. All involve the use of European medical
texts. I have selected the essential points and translated it into
the Chinese language (Tobun *)( j , "
Although I do not have the original of Fuving xinshuo, it concerns gynecology and pediatrics. I do have an 1859 Japanese reprint
in three string-bound volumes, "published by the Tenkodo j(:m::!it of
Heian." At the end is a note titled "Selecting and Using Medicines."
These medical texts by Hobson were based on his experiences as a
physician (as he notes frequently in his introduction) and were composed as it proved useful in his actual medical treatment of
patients. From his style and the content of the material contained
therein" it seems clear that he used ideas understandable to Chinese.
In all of his works, he lists the names of his Chinese assistants and
offers them as co-authored works.
When I was looking through the Seivo gakka vakujutsu mokuroku
2§i$$~~i!15 § ji
[Bibliography of Translations of Western Writings]
(Soundo reprint, 1926) of "Hotei shujin" ~?±A who penned a "preface i, dated 1852, I noted that already by that point many transla-
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tions of Dutch medical texts had been published. The fact that
insufficient language skills made these Dutch works still seem
strange can be seen in the Oranda ij i mondo fa M ~. rc~ 1§: [Questions
Concerning Matters of Dutch Medicine] by sugita Genpaku ~ EE ~ B
(1733-1S17) and Takebe Seian i!~mlti: (1712-S2), contained in volume
two of Bunmei genryii sosho )( BJ} 11* im:ili tf
[Series on the Sources of
Civilation] (Tokyo: Kokusho kankokai, 1924). Reprinted only rather
late, in the Ansei period (lS54-60), perhaps Hobson's medical science
which stressed clinical experience did make a major contribution in
Japan. 4 I have on occasion seen in second-hand bookstores reprints
of Hobson's medical writings bearing the imprints of various medical
schools of the early Meiji period. 5
2. scientific Texts
Hobson's works dealt not only with medicine: his Bowu xinbian
Wf4o/J1fTiij
[New Essay on Scientific Knowledge] was also reprinted. The
original text which I own states that it is "the work of the English
physician Hobson ••• newly. engraved for printing in Xianfeng 5 [lS55]
and published by Mohai shuguan ~#ijtfjg [Large Inkstone Book store],
Shanghai, Zhejiang."g It is divided into three parts. The first has
sections on "topology" (digi lun it!! 5U ~ ), "heat" ere lun ~ ~ ),
"water" (shuizhi lun *W~ ), "light" (guang lun J1C~ ), and "electricity" (diangi lun ~5U~ ): as a whole, it is a kind of explanation of physics.
The second part -c ove r s universal astronomy, with detailed discussions under such entries as "outlines of astronomy" (tianwen
ltlelun 7C)(~UIi ), "days and nights" (zhouye lun ~~~ ), "Earth is
a planet too" (digiu vi xingxing lYn i'l!!BJC~rr}!iH'B ), "the orbit of
the moon is not a perfect circle" (vuelun vuangue lun 11 fa pj IrrR ~
),
"lunar eclipses follow fixed patterns" (yueshi dingli lun 11 i!Il)E WlJ ~ ),
"Mercury" (Shuixing lun *,§!~ ), "Earth" (digiu lun i'l!!BJC~ ), "tides
accompany [phases of] the moon" (chaoxun suiyue lun ~iY'~.FI ~ ),
"Venus" (Jinxing lun ~,§!~ ), "Mars" (Huoxing lun *,§!~ ),
"Jupiter" (Muxing lun *,§!~ ), "saturn" (Tuxing lun ±,§! ~ ), and
"comets" (huixing lun ~,§! ~ ) •
The third part, entitled "outlines of Birds and Beasts"
(niaoshou ltlelun .~ I.t ~ ~ ), offers explanations for a wide variety
of animals and birds: it begins with illustrations of "viviparous
sorts" (of beasts), "oviparous sorts" (of birds), "varieties with
scales" and "varieties of insects." Beautiful illustrations are
inserted not only in the third section but throughout the entire
work.
,
The Kaiseijo, the center for Western learning in the bakumatsu
period, reprinted this work (including the illustrations) with Japanese reading punctuation. In the first part, the Dutch pronunciation
of words was affixed next to the technical terms. The date of the
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Japanese reprint is not noted, but in a publication advertisement of
"Yorozuya Hyoshiro of the Rosokan" at the end of this volume, this
work is listed together with Xiyi lUelun, Neike xinshuo, and Fuying
xinshuo; the very last line of the advertisement reads: "Autumn,
koshi EfI-=f year of the Genji reign period" or 1864. Thus, it was
obviously reprinted some time before this date, probably during the
BunkyU period (1861-64). The Japanese reprint edition of Bowu
xinbian (J. Hakubutsu shinpen) in three string-bound volumes which I
own is imprinted in red on the first page of each volume: "Hitotsubashi gakumonjo" -~~rtWpJT (Hitotsubashi Institute). It remains
unclear if the Kaiseijo was known by this name or whether this was
the library imprint of the Institute of Tokugawa Yoshinobu ~ JI/Ifl ~
[1837-1913, last shogun of the Tokugawa bakufu] from the collateral
Hitotsubashi family.
The Hakubutsu shinpen yakkai 1W~ltT~IiHR~
[Annotated Translation
of the Bowu xinbian] in five sting-bound volumes contains a preface
dated Keio 4 or 1868. The work is a "translation" with a mixture of
Chinese characters and Japanese syllabary. In the "directions to the
reader" at the beginning of the text, it reads: "We have not changed
the original at all and have made it possible to read through it. ".
This quasi-translation into Japanese also includes the illustrations
just as they were in the original. The translator is listed as
"Omori Hiroya" *~ fIJ¥~
From the bakumatsu period into the early Meiji years, this work
was warmly welcomed in Japan as a text conveying scientific knowledge
that had developed in the West. The repeated reprintings of it in
the Meiji period provide evidence for this claim, as do the numerous
editions of it published: in addition to a yakkai, there were chukai
a:m (commentary), enqi iliifti (expansion [into a popular edition]),
koqi ~fti (exposition), and hyochu t!i3: (annotations) on the
Hakubutsu shinpen. This is discussed in detail in Ozawa Saburo 1\~
=fm , "Shina zairYU Yasokyo 's e nkyos h i no Nihon bunka ni oyoboseru
eikyo" ;OlB:(£ if mH* ti: j§' ti: ffiIi 0) B Jt {t ,~ &. 'i it ~ ~W
[The influence
exerted on Japan culture by Christian missionaries living in China],
in Bakumatsu Meij i Yasokyo shi kenkvii '" H,ij ff;j lfB ~ ti: ~ iff ~
[Studies·
in the History of Christianity in the Bakumatsu and Meiji periods]
(Tokyo: Ajia shobo, 1944).
Tan tian ~ ~ (Outlines of Astronomy] in eighteen juan and three
string-bound volumes is a work of astronomy by John F. W. Herschel
(Houshile ~~fJJ , 1792-1871), head of the British astronomical
association (as noted in the introduction). The translation was by
Alexander Wylie (Weilieyali -fl?!!~:t.1 , 1815-87), an English missionary living in Shanghai since 1847, and Li Shanlan $~M (1810-82).
The original edition which I possess contains the information that it
was "printed on movable type bK Mohai in the eighth lunar month of
Xianfeng j iwei 2. *= " or 1859.
It is probably not a complete translation inasmuch as it reads at the beginning: "The original work by
the Englishman Herschel was translated orally by the Englishman Wylie
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and abridged and revised by Li Shanlan from Haining." still, in
eighteen juan, it is a major piece of work.
Illustrations are inserted here and there in the text. In his
Xixue shumu biao, Liang Qichao called it a "most detailed and fine"
work. In 1861, just two years after its publication in Shanghai, it
appeared in a Japanese edition with reading punctuation by Fukuda
Izumi mffi~ of Naniwa [Osaka]. The Japanese edition retained the
title [Dan ten in Japanese] and transcribed the introductory materials by Li Shanlan and by Wylie. It then continued: "Fukuda Izumi,
master of heaven's nature (shitensei OJ3C~ ) .. included an "introduction to the reprinted Tan tian," penned "at the Juntendo HIfi3C1it in
Naniwa." I am not sure what the term shitensei meant, but it would
seem to imply a specialist in astronomy. He did revise juan eight
through sixteen for the reprinting of the Shanghai edition at his own
discretion.
Wylie and Wang Tao I~ (1828 -97) were the translatQrs of the
Zhongxue gianxue m~i:lm [A Simple Theory of Dynamics]. ~ It is
mentioned in the Xixue j icun e§ ~ ~ f:f [Compilation on Western Learning], put together by Wang Tao, though I do not own a copy of it. I
do, however, have the Japanese reprint in one string-bound volume:
Jugaku sensetsu. On the inside of the cover it reads: "Fourth month,
Xianfeng 8 [1858], printed by the Mohai shuguan in Shanghai." This
would indicate that the reprint was based on this 1858 edition. The
original preface is missing in this edition, and there is a "postface" by the punctuator. Also, the words, "Spring, Ansei koshin ~Ef1 "
year [1860], are added which would mean that the reprinted edition
was published in Japan two years after the original in Shanghai. All
of this indicates just how industrious men of that time were in
acquiring knowledge of various sorts. The content of this book concerns dynamics, ordinary translated now as lixue n~ in Chinese, not
zhongxue m~ . There is a "summary" at both the beginning and the
end of this work. It is divided into sections entitled ~'levers" (kan
~ ), "wheels and axles" (lunzhu ~ ~
), "pulleys" (huache nt.. ),
"inclined planes" (xiemian ~mi ), and "spiral screws" (luoxuan t:«1itE ),
with illustrations and explanations added. On the last page, it
reads: "sixth month, Man'en 1 [1860, same as Ansei koshin], reprinted
by Kimura Junyu
t-t i$ E! , Den' yo PE ~ , with reading punctuation by
Arai Kori mif ~ Jai, Den' in ~ ~ ••• Published by the Kokaen j i ~ ~
"
It would appear that the punctuator and the printer were men who
lived near Osaka. 6
Furthermore, Wylie continued the translation work on Euclid's
Geometry (in Chinese Jihe yuanben ~ fiiI Jjji
[Elements of Geometry]),
which the Italian missionary Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) and Xu Guangqi
i1(d't~
(1592-1633) had together translated (from Latin) through juan
6 in 1603.) Wylie and Li Shanlan jointly translated (from the '
English) from juan 7 through 15, and in 1865 Zeng Guofan
~~m
(1811-72) had it printed in eight string-bound volumes in Nanjing. I
own a copy of this edition. However, inasmuch as a Japanese reprint
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never appeared, I have digressed from the main theme here. Nonetheless, the terms presently in use [in Japanese]--for example, decimal
point (ten ~, ), plane (men ffii ), line (sen ~ ), right angle
(chokkaku rnI ~ ), acute angle (eikaku ~ ~ ), obtuse angle (donkaku
iit! ~ ), rectangle (kukei ~ ~ ), parallel lines (he ikosen ~ fT ~ ),
diagonal line (taikakusen M~ ~ ), base (teihen ~ill ), cube
(rippotai :IT: 151* ), volume (taiseki 1* fJ ), and ratio (hirei 1:t {9IJ )-were already all to be found in the Chinese translation of Euclid.
Perhaps this book did find its way to Japan. First and foremost, we
borrowed and continue to use to this day the Chinese term of Ming
dynasty vintage for "geometry" itself: j ihe mfiiJ in Chinese, kika in
Japanese. 7
.
As for books of this "enlightenment" genre which cover the entire area of science , there is the seve n- j uan Gewu rumen ~ ~ A r~
[Introduction to Science] by W. A. P . Martin, translator of Wanguo
gongfa. Although I do not have an ori gi na l edition, I do own a
Japanese reprint by Motoyama Zenkichi
L1J ~ i§ in seven string-bound
volumes, dated Meiji 2 or 1869. The two prefaces in the original, by
Xu Jiyu 1~ ttt~ (1795 -1873) and by Dong Xun m ifiJ (1807- 92 ) , dated
Tongzhi 7 or 1868, were transcribed i nt o the reprinted edition.
Thus, the Japanese reprint appeared i n the year following the initial
Chinese pUblication of this work , which would seem to indicate the
perceived utility of this work in Japan at the time. According to
these pr e f a c e s , Martin was a man of "wi de l ea r n i ng and phenomenal
memory •• •who came to China many years ago and excells in the writing
of Chinese." He " s ums up [t he areas of] Western learning to be
learned" and wrote this work in a ques t i on and answer style to facilitate easy understanding.
The Japanese repri nt with reading punctuation is divided into
seven volumes with illustrations in each: (1) the study of water: (2)
the study of gas: (3) the stUdy of fire: (4) the stUdy of electricity: (5) dynamics; (6) chemistry: and (7) the study of calculation.
The last of these invol v ed the calculations in surveying techniques
and was subdivided into "calCUlating in the study of water," "calcUlating in the study of gas," "calculating in the study of light,"
and "calCUlating in dynamics." According to the introductory notes,
this book "was arranged so that it will be easy to understand and
indeed be quite useful." Also, it notes that the Chinese prose of
the text was embellished by Li Guanghu ~J't~ and Cui Shiyuan .w±jC
The Gewu tanyuan i.§ q.tJj ~ Jjj{
[In Search of the Roots of Science],
"pUblished f r om movable type in Guangxu 2" or 1876, was a work in
three juan by the English missionary Alexander Williamson
(Weilianchen 1liH2 , 1829-90) who came to Shanghai in 1855. The
first juan is an explanation of science, covering such sUbjects as
nature, matter, the state of Earth, and the atmosphere, as well as
such medically-related items as physiognomy, the head, the throat,
the stomach, and the intestines, the bones, and the muscles. The
second juan is pure Christian propaganda: "there is only one God"
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(Shangdi wei Yi 1: II1E ), "God is supreme" (Shangdi zhida 1: 1i'i ~ =* ),
"God is omnipotent" (Shangdi guanneng 1: ~ ~
"God is omniscient
and all-loving" (Shangdi guanzhi guanren
1: ~ ~ ~ t: ). He entwines
"God" into a discussion of physics and nature. The third juan looks
at elementary substances, geology, human creation, God as master of
human affairs, and finally resurrection after' death. This work was
clearly "searching out the roots of science" for the purposes of
religious proselytizing.
In Meiji 11 (1878), Gewu tanyuan (J. Kakubutsu tangen) was
reprinted in Japanese "with reading punctuation provided by Kumano
Atau 1i~ 'f 00 and proofread by Okuno Masatsuna -~ !f l§ JiJ
" According to
a preface byShigeno Seisai m!fD.X~
, Kumano was a Confucian scholar, although Okuno was one of those pioneer Christians to take baptism ~i te early together with Uemura Masahisa MFt if.!J... and others in
1873.
In the first preface, Kumano wrote: "From the immensity of
heaven, earth, the sun, and the moon to the birds, beats, fishes, and
insects to the least blade of grass, everyt hing, as this work will
argue, is God's design in creation ••• This is a book which everyone
should read." This perspective that explains all creatures as the
creative design of God would indicate that i t appeared just after the
relinquishing of the ban on Christianity. I t also seems that such a
theory provided a new and stimulating explanation even to Confucian
scholars.
I also have a copy of a punctuated, Japanese reprint in three
volumes of Zhiwuxue tiS4o/J~ ' [Bot a ny ] or Shokubutsugaku in Japanese,
"compiled and translated by Williamson, transcribed by Li Shanlan."
On the title page, the publication year and place of the original are
given: "First printed by the Mohai shuguan in Xianfeng dingsi TE
year [1857]." There is, however, no preface to the Japanese reprinting, and thus we do not know when it appeared. Some argue that it
was 1867, but I believe my edition was printed later.

* * ),

3. The Zhihuan qimeng

~~~~

and Rela t e d Texts

I own a work entitled Honkoku chikan keimo ~tJanll~~ [Introduction into the Circle of Knowledge, with Japanese Punctuation],
dated Keio 3 (1867) and pUblished with appropriate punctuation added
by the Kaibutsusha ~ ~ tl in Edo. My copy also bears a red seal
which reads "Seal of the Library of the Domainal School," though
which "school" is not made clear. The work is a sort of small
encyclopedia, divided into 200 entries, explaining the basics of
Western learning. The entire work is only 100 pages, and each page
carries the English text on top with Chinese translation on the bottom. The preface is in English and is signed "J. L." These were the
initials of James Legge (1815-97), the famous British missionary who
lived in Hong Kong and used the Chinese name Liyage ~ft~
Legge
is well known -as the translator of such Chinese classical texts as
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Shujing ltfl [Classic of History], Shijing ~~Hl [Classic of Poetry],
Chungiu Zuoshi zhuan ;tffi fox 1I. K. ~ [The Spring and Autumn Annals with
the Commentary of Mr. Zuo (Qiuming E:Bjj )], and Liji fL~c [Book of
Rites]. Legge began his work in Hong Kong, but was later recalled to
his native Scotland; he was much helped in his translation work by
Wang Tao. Legge translated into Chinese the text in my Japanese
edition of Zhihuan gimeng, under the Chinese title Zhihuan gimeng
shuke chubu *e?!i ~ ~ ~ ~ m$
[Rudiments for School Lessons of the
Circle of Knowledge], which carried the English title of Graduated
Reading: Comprising a circle of Knowledge in 200 Lessons, Gradation
1, pUblished in Hong Kong by the Ying-Hua shuyuan: ~~i!J~ (London
Missionary Society Press).k It initially appeared in 1856, was reprinted in 1864, and'the Japanese edition retains the bilingual layout of the original, just adding reading punctuation for Japanese
readers. The punctuator is given in a colophon: Yanagawa Shunsan
mjiiJ~:::: (1832-70) •
A postface to the original edition also appears, with Japanese
punctuation, in the reprinted edition. The author of the postface,
Ren Ruitu {fIi'ffi~ , dated it winter 1856, and hence it appeared with
the first edition. In the text of the postface, Ren notes: "Mr.
Legge is a Christian missionary and teacher at the Anglo-Chinese
Academy ••• I am deeply grateful for living as a guest teacher with
him since 1854." This would indicate that Ren also taught at the
Anglo-Chinese Academy. After praising Legge's personal and studious
qualities, Ren continues: "Herein is translated in one volume A
Circle of Knowledge to be bestowed on students." This book was thus
originally intended as a textbook at the Anglo-Chinese Academy, combining lessons in English with introductions to Western learning and
Christian teachings. As for the content of the book, Ren notes: "You
. will find everything here, from the functions of the nature of God to
the myriad things that [He] creates in astronomy, geography, people's
affairs, clothing and food, instruments, and all the many animals
that fly and swim beneath the surface.'"
What Ren refers to as "functions of the nature of God" occupy
the last nine lessons or ke ~ (numbers 192-200) of the work; the
remainder of the text is divided into 24 sections or bumen $r~ ,
each with several lessons. Sections bear such names as: "Shenti lun"
~f*~
(On the human body), "Yinshi lun" iXft~ (On drink and food),
"Jusuo lun" @PJT~ (On residences), "Jiaoxue lun" ft$~ (on education), "Shengwu buru leilun" ~~Pjfi~m~ (On ways of rearing living
things), "Feiqin lun" m~~ (On birds), ••• "Caomu lun" ~*~ (On
vegetation), "oi lun" :tl!!~ (On the earth), "Zhu wuzhi ti lun" m~iti
f* ~ (on the essence of various substances), "Tianqi zhutian Lun"
7C~U~;R~~
(On various weather patterns), "Oiqiu fenyu lun" ttBB1C7t~~
(On the regions of the world), "Rensheng huiju tongju dengshi !lin"
A ~ ~ ~ I6J 15 ~ 11: ~
(On various matters concerning human beings' capacity to live together), "Guozheng lun" 1Ei&~ (On national government), "Oa Bulidian yiwai bieguo lun" *~"Jgj;).~glj~~
(On Great
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Britain and other countries), "Tongshang maoyi lun" imifij~~~~ (On
commerce and trade), "Wuzhi j i y idong deng 1un" ~ ~ &. JJJ ~ ~ ~~
(On
substances and movement and like matters) , ... "Wuguan lun" E. g ~~
(On
the five organs of the senses), and "Shangdi tiyong lun" J:1fff*.EfH~
(On the essence and the functions of God). Altogether there are 200
"lessons." He used the term lun with each of these entries, and it
carries the Chinese sense of an explanation [herein rendered "On" in
English]. The section originally entitled "Human Beings" was rendered "Renlei lun" A~~~ in Chinese; the section "The Body and its
Parts" was translated as "Shenti lun." Also, the Chinese version is
less a direct word-for-word translation than an explanatory translation; for example, the section originally entitled "The Mechanical
Powers" was rendered "Jieli j ianggi lun" {ilf 17 lIT: ~ ~ •
The Japanese punctuator of the text, Yanagawa Shunsan, was a
scholar of western learning in the bakumatsu period who died in the
third year of the Meiji era (1870). He served as head of the
Kaiseijo and was said to be conversant in Dutch, French, English, and
German. He appears as a character at the very beginning of Nagori no
[Linger.ing Dreams] (privately pUblished, 1940;
yume :g ;:"19 0)J1
Nagasaki shoten, 1941; Tokyo reprint: Heibonsha, 1963) by Imaizumi
Mine ~mlj.id (1858-1937), the daughter of Katsuragawa Hoshii f.!J1IMFaJ
(1822-81), a physician to the family of the shogun and a scholar of
Dutch learning. Osatake Tateki's study Shinbun zasshi no soshisha
Yanagawa Shunsan jff 1m m~ (J) ~IJ ~ ~ miiiJ fJ; =.
[Yanagawa Shunsan, Founder
of a Newspaper and a Magazine] (Tokyo: Takayama shoten, 1940) provides a great deal of detail concerning Yanagawa; he offers a high
assessment, apparently sufficient to warrant such a title to his
book, of Yanagawa's accomplishments in initiating pUblication of
Seiyo zasshi i!§i$~4H~ [Western Miscellany] in 1867 and Chiigai shinbun
ifl9j. fJT 1m [News of Home and Abroad] in 1868. We should note as a reminder that, even before he began issuing this newspaper and magazine
in Japan, already during the Bunkyii reign period (1861-64) Batabiya
shinbun r'7t:::'-vfJTM [Batavia News] was translating into Japanese
articles from Dutch newspapers in the Dutch colony of Batavia; also,
the shanghai serial edited from 1857 by Alexander Wylie, Liuhe
congtan A~.~ [Stories from Aroung the World], was being reprinted
with reader punctuation in Japan.
In the opening paragraph of his work Nihon shinbun rekishi B*
jffM~~
[History of Japanese News~ape'r s ] (Tokyo reprint of 1882
original; Gengendo 1& k ~ , 1940) , Koike Yoj ire IJ\ it!! 1$ nB
states:
"The first newspapers in Japan app e a r ed in the autumn of 1863. They
were Batabiya shinbun and Rikuge sedan [Liuhe congtan], published by
Yorozuya Hyoshiro from a store with its main office in Edo." We see
in an advertisement at the back of a Japanese reprint edition of the
Bowu xinbian (J. Hakubutsu shinpen) that, during the Bunkyii years,
Yorozuya was also reprinting under official auspices: Zhongwai xinbao
ifl9j.ffifil [News from Home and Abroad], pUblished in Ningbo from 1858;

=
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Zhongwai zazhi rp?'i- ~ ~ [Miscellany from Home and Abroad], published
in Shanghai from 1862; and Xianggang xinwen ~ ~ *fi M [News of Hong
Kong], pUblished in Hong Kong from 1861. Because of the Japanese
government's ban on anything having to do with Christianity, the
reprinted editions eliminated all articles concerned with it. I have
in my collection the reprint edition of Liuhe congtan (volumes 1-13),
Zhongwai xinbao (issues 1-8), and Zhongwai zazhi (issues 1-7); although not every issue is complete, it still provides concrete material for one aspect of the history of Sino-Japanese cultural relations. They also played the important roles of providing Japanese in
the bakumatsu period with news from abroad, while serving as an
intermediary in disseminating knowledge. For example, Hashimoto
Sanai ~*tr:~ (1834-59) copied out the following articles from the
Liuhe congtan even before the Japanese reprint edition appeared:
"Taixi j inshi j iyao" ~ £§ ill: ~ *2 ~
(Record of recent events in the
West), "Yindu j inshi" mIJt ill::$ (Recent events in India), "Jinling
jinshi" ifi:~ill:~ (Recent events in Nanjing [i.e., news of the Taiping
Rebellion]), "Yuesheng jinshi shultle" _~ill:$X!5~ (Outline of recent
events in Guangdong [i.e., reports of the Opium war]).9
In Osatake's book on Yanagawa, he cites a portion of a letter.
Yanagawa wrote to Katsuragawa which concerns the Japanese reprinting
of the Zhihuan gimeng. He notes that, although he tried to reprint
the first edition of the text, his friend Narushima Ryuhoku ~§m~t
(1837-84, an official of the shogunal government and, after the
Restoration, a newspaper reporter and head of the Choya shinbun
WUftnlm
[NeWs of the Entire Nation]) 10 owned a copy of the second
Chinese printing which had emended various errors in the original; he
thus thought it better to use this edition for the Japanese reprint.
He then quickly added the necessary Japanese reading punctuation to
the text and forwarded the work to Katsuragawa, imploring "earnestly
the help of your good offices." We thus learn that this book was
pUblished with Japanese punctuation by Yanagawa on the basis of the
second Chinese edition and with the efforts of Katsuragawa. (A note
at the end reads: "Issued by Yamatoya Kihee" *f1J~~~~ ) •
Yanagawa had many works concerning Western learning to his
credit, including Furansu bunten 7'7 :"-.A)(~
[A Grammar of French],
Igirisu nichiyo tsugo -{ ~ I) :J.. B ffl im ~
[Everyday Colloquial English],
Yogaku benran ii¥: ~ fJ! Ji [A Manual of Western Learning]. It seems he
was reasonably capable at Kanbun as well, for Osatake cites in his
biography of Yanagawa from many instances where Yanagawa translated
Japanese popular songs into literary Chinese; and, in addition to his
punctuating of the Zhihuan gimeng, Yanagawa also participated in work
on a complete Japanese translation in 20 string-bound volumes of the
Gewu rumen mentioned earlier. The translation work that went into
this last effort , entitled Kakubutsu nyiimon wage m~ A r, f1J M
, was
divided among several men, and Yanagawa had responsibility for the
section on the "study of water" (two volumes).
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Among the terms used in the translations by Yanagawa and the
other early Meiji period scholars of Western learning, we owe them a
particular debt of gratitude today for the convenient usage to which
the particle teki I'f..J (Ch. de) was added to nouns to transform them
into adjectives and adverbs.
Otsuki Fumihiko *.)(~
(1847 -1928) has written that the men
who translated many texts in the early Meiji years included "Yanagawa
Shunsan, Katsuragawa Hoshu, Kurosawa MagoshirS ~ iR f*- gg!m ,Mitsukuri
Keigo JtfF~.li [d. 1871], Kumazawa Ze n ' an 1miR~Ji [1845-1906], and
even myself. Odd as it might s e em, this group in general enjoyed
reading Chinese novels, such as Shu i hu zhuan 7.1< i~ fi [Water Margin]
and J inpingmei ~ lm m [Golden Lotus]. One day we got together and
began chatting, and someone mentioned inadvertently the following.
It was fine to translate 'system' as soshiki ~~ ,but i t was difficult to translate the term 'systematic.' The suffix 'tic' sounded
similar to the character teki (de) I'f..J as used in [Chinese] fiction;
so why not render 'systematic' as soshiki teki ~Jl ~ B":J
Everyone
thought it was a brilliant idea and agreed to give it a try. Eventually, we paid someone to write out the expression soshiki teki clearly and bring it to the authorities. 'Have you put this i nt o use?'
'Yes.' 'This is rather extraordinary, isn't it?' 'Nat that I am
aware, no.' We joked with these sorts of comic play-acting, but very
often we were only able to escape difficult [translation] points with
this character teki. Ultimately, it moved from pure invention to
fact, and it was used later without a second thought, as people
picked up on this usage."ll
The text KeirnS chie sunawachi tamaki ~ ~ ~ £ T;xl'!
[The Gu i de to
Knowledge Forms a Cicrcle] in three string-bound volumes was first
pUblished in 1872. I have a copy of the fourth printing from 1874.
It is a mixed kana-character Japanese translation of the Zhihuan
qimeng with illustrations added at certain points. The translator's
name is given as oto Shigeru
~T
, but this is in fact uryii Tora
ill!£ j[
In the preface by Osa Sanshii ~ .=.lJtl ,an assistant director
in the Ministry of Education, at the beginning of the first v olume,
it is pointed out that "uryii and I live in the same residence, and we
discussed educational systems ••• On one occasion, he pointed out to
me the KeirnS chie tamaki which has a description [of educational
institutions]. When it was lamented that there were no good books
for elementary school pupils, ••• I suggested that this book was just
what was now needed, and we should quickly reprint it for the benefit
of all elementary school students in Japan." Thus, he continued:
"The benefits of opening [areas of] learning and generating knowledge
will by no means be limited to elementary school students." An official at that time in the Ministry of Education, uryii seems to have
translated this work simply as part of an effort to diffuse the rudiments of Western learning, for which Zhihuan qimeng seemed to him to
have value. However, the translated text ended with lesson 192,
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eliminating the last lessons of the original work which dealt with
Christianity; the Japanese edition also added a lesson (number 144),
"On Japan," and where the lesson in the original on "currency" exp1ainedChinese and British monetary currencies, the Japanese edition
dealt with that of Japan. Apparently the Japanese edition was well
received, as it went into its fifth printing in 1876.
In his essay, "Chikan keimo to Yasokyo" r ~ ~ ~ ~ J c Iffi ~ ti:
[Zhihuan gimeng and Christianity] (in his Bakumatsu Meiji Yasokyo shi
kenkyU), Ozawa Saburo collects and examines the various Japanese
editions (including translations) of the Zhihuan gimeng. His analysis points out several Japanese editions of this work in addition to
that of Yanagawa: a Kanbun edition without the English, one with
Japanese reading punctuation, printed in 1870 by the Numazu m~
School; a similar edition printed in Kagoshima prefecture; and a
third edition (no firm publication information) without English text,
with reading punctuation, reprinted on the basis of the first edition.
In addition to the uryU edition, Ozawa points out two other
Japanese translations of the text: that of Hirose
and Nagata ~ EEl ,
published by the Ishikawa prefectural school library in 1873; and
an edition with the English text only, published by the Kogyokujuku
~ :Ii ~
1 ibrary •
Ozawa's study of the "dissemination of Japanese editions" indicates that the Zhihuan gimeng was being used in the domains of
Tanabe, Tokushima, Fukui, Nobeoka, and Nagoya; and the Keimo chie
sunawachi tamaki was being used as an elementary school textbook in
Saitama prefecture, Tokyo women's schools, and in Kyoto prefecture.
As an introduction to the basics of Western learning, or as a texbook
for learning English, this book certainly played a major role in
opening up new cultural vistas in Japan of the early Meiji period.

It..

4.

Geography Texts

Yanagawa Shunsan also wrote a one-volume work entitled Yokohama
hanjo ki m~JU~H2
[Chronicle of the Prosperity of Yokohama]. On
the title page, it reads: "Proofread by 'Kikka senkaku' ~ii{l1J~
(Hermit of the Haze), printed by the Bakuten lil"7C bookstore." There
are also introductory poems by "Taihei isshi" . ~ Sf!- it ± (Retiree in
Peace) and flNishikitani rojin ll im~~A _ (OldMan of the Gilded
Valley). When we move on the actual work itself, it reads at the
start: "written by the Old Man of the Gilded Valley and proofread by
the Retiree in Peace." Apparently, because it was a comic work, he
used kana in it. Although the date of publication is no where to be
found, it seems to have been written in the Bunkyu period. According
to Osatake, this volume, as well as such works as Tenshosha kaiwa
"7C~U~~
[conversations at the Tenkosha] ,12 which was a record of
friendly chats at the Yanaqawa mansion, were part of a group that was
given the name "Kissa ro shin rokurokubu shu" ~ii~ffit\~ $~
(New
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collection 66 of the Tower of Haze), all generally from the Bunkyu
era. In his chronological biography of Yanagawa, Osatake thus claims
Tenshosha kaiwa to be a work of BunkyU 1 (1861).
Yokohama hanjo ki was written in literary Chinese, but unlike
ordinary ,Kanbun, Yanagawa mixed in character usage typical of Chinese
great novels [written in the vernacular]. Thus, one finds here and
there expressions such as neige n~@ (that), buhaole ~~7 (no
longer any good), nandao •.• bucheng
~/1X
(Is it possible? Do
you mean to say?), and na huar n~~~ (that story), all colloquial
Chinese usages. He also used the expression huagi :fE 1il (the stars
and stripes), which from the late Qing period had become a [kind of]
pronoun for the united states. He even went so far as to use the
Chinese character de in the manner he and his associates had derived
its usage from Chinese novels.
In a section of Yokohama hanjo ki entitled "Imported Publications" (hakurai shoseki ~IH*lai ), the text reads: "Recently,
Americans and Englishmen have been diligently perfecting their knowledge of Chinese learning, and in Hong Kong and Shanghai they have
been pUblishing numerous works in Chinese ••• Although nothing further need be said about the writings of [Robert] Morrison (Molisong
~flj* , 1782-1834) and Lin Zexu *"tllj1* (1785-1850) ,13 a recently
pUblished bibliography listed the following: in the field of mathematics, Tan tian, Shuxue gimeng ~$~~ [Introduction to Mathematics],
Daishuxue, Dai wei li shij i f\ ~ fi 1ft f&
[Elements of Analytical Geometry and Differential and Integral Calculus, by Elias Loomis (181189)], and Jihe yuanben: in the field of chemistry, Bowu xinbian,
Zhongxue canshuo, Gewu giongl i wenda m~ ~ fm r..~ ~
[Questions concerning Experimental Chemistry], and Zhihuan gimeng: in the field of
medicine, Quanti xinlun, Neike xinshuo, Xiyi IUelun, and Fuying
xinshuo: in the fields of geography and history, Yinghuan zhi IUe
iJI~~~ [Brief Survey of the Maritime Circuit], Dili guanzhi iI!!~~~
[Complete Gazetteer of Geography], Digiu shuolUe it!!~~~ [Summary of
Theories of the Earth, by Richard Quarterman Way (1819-95), Ningbo:
Caohua shengjing shufang], Wanguo gangjian lu l.fLEiUlilk
[Chronological Narrative of the Countries of the World], Da Yingguo shi
*~LE5e [History of Great Britain ] , and Lianbang zhi IUe ~~B~~
[Brief Survey of the United state s of America]: and under the category of newspapers and magazines , Xi a e r guanzhen mUIf{~ [Rarities
from Near and Far], Liuhe congtan , Zhongwa i x i nba o , and Shanghai
xinwen."
All of this would indicate a wi de variety of books, newspapers,
and magazines being imported from China. At the very end of this
work, though, it reads: "The old man [i.e., the author] has yet to
examine many of these, and for a time I made mental notes of what I
heard, listening to those who had actually seen them." Yanagawa's
"mental note" indicate that these books and serial pUblications from
China were topics of conversation among those men who sought this new
[i.e., western] knOWledge.
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The Kunyu wanguo guantu i'$OOh~1:~ [Atlas of the Nations of
the Earth] by Matteo Ricci, who came to China in 1583 (during the
Wanli reign at the end of the Ming dynasty), and the Zhifang waiji
!fllY.1Jn*2 [Chronicles of Foreign Lands]m by Giulio Aleni (AirulUe xf~~
1582-1649), an Italian missionary who came to China slightly later
than Ricci, helped to expand Chinese knowledge of world geography.
During the Edo period, these books came to Japan where they had a
similar effect. However, because they were included in the late Ming
collection edited by Li Zhizao, Tianxue chuhan 7C~m~ [Early
Writings on Christianity], they fell within the interdiction of the
Kan'ei reign period. As Kondo Seizai ili:R~riEiii (1771-1829) noted in
the first section, ,e nt i t l ed "Kinsho" ~:m (Banned books), of his
Kosho koji H~t1($ [Background to My Favorite Books] :14 "In the fifth
year of the Kyoho reign period . [1120], the ban was loosened for items
unrelated to heresy." In a section of this work on "Among Banned
Books, Those Published Earlier in Nagasaki Under the Relaxed Ban," he
mentions the Zhifang waiji and notes: "In Kyoho 16 [1731], it was
contained wi thin the Huang Ming zhifang ditu ~ BJI ~ 15 !'II! ~
[World
Atlas of the August Ming Dynasty], which was brought by sea from
China, having been requested for purchase." Apparently, the purchase
went through and it entered Japan.
probably because the work was written by a missionary and had
originally fallen within the category of "banned books," the ban on
its sale was loosened but no reprint appeared. They merely loosened
the "ban," for permission, it would seem, did not extend to reprint-'
ing and wide dissemination. Although no reprint edition came out,
the Zhifang waiji in manuscript seems to have circulated rather extensively and to have been widely read. As a result, knowledge of
world geography was introduced to many Japanese at the time. A
scholar of this subj ect, the late Ayusawa Shintaro ts 1R f§ ~ tm claimed
to have had eight manuscript editions of the Zhifang waiji (J.
Shokuho gaiki) from the Bunka (1804-17), Bunsei (1818-30), and Tenpo
(1830-44) eras. 1 5 I have examined the four manuscript editions of
the text I own, and I think we can safely say that it circulated in
manuscript quite widely in its day.
Although the date recorded in Aleni's preface to the Zhifang
waiji is Tianqi 3 (1623), the book seems not have found its way into
many Japanese hands until the late Edo period. By the same token, in
the bakumatsu period, scholars of Dutch learning directly consulted
geographies written in Dutch in order to write their own new world
geography books. Such works would include: Kon' y:o zushiki i$ 00 ~ ~
[Annotated Maps of the World] (3 volumes, 1845) by Mitsukuri Shogo
;rt.ff~~
(1821-46): the same work with further annotations (4 volumes, 1846); and Hakko tsushi l\itiM~ [Comprehensive Gazetteer 'of the
Entire World] (6 volumes, 1851-56) by Mitsukuri Genpo ~f'Fl9tm
(17991863). Genpo's work only covered "Yoroppa bu" «XHE:$
(Section on
Europe), as the volume planned for Asia (in one volume) was not pub36
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lished. There was a work by the Englishman Colton (Geertun ~~~ )
"translated by Sawa Ginj iro {:ti: tEl iH iX eB and printed by Tezuka Ritsu ~ ~
~ " in ~862: Bankoku zushi
JJ~~~ [Illustrated Gazetteer of the
Nations of the World]. I own a copy of each of these work. (I
bought them in order to determine how they were handled in China).
There were in addition numerous world geographies based on works in
European languages that were published around this time. (For
details see the work by Ayusawa and Okubo cited in note ~5 below).
Among these books, the Dili guanzhi is a work by the Christian
missionary William Muirhead (Muweilian l!*f£aI , 1822-1900) who lived
in Shanghai at the end of the Qing period. It was reprinted in Japan
at the time and conveyed a highly systematic understanding of world
geography and topography. Although I do not have a copy of the original,n I own a reprint edition with Japanese reading punctuation
"first published in Ansei 6 [1859], printed by Sokairo ~~~ [House
of Exhilaration]." (I have heard as well of an 1858 "first pUblication" by the same printer).
It is divided into ten volumes, five i n each of a first and
second half. The first half is divided into the following four sections: "Yaxiya zhi" .9.Ei§.9.E~ (Gazetteer of Asia), "Ouluoba zhi" ~m B~
(Gazetteer of Europe), "Afeilijia zhi" IUiJ~F~IJ1Jn~ (Gazetteer of
Africa), and "Dayang qundao zhi"
i$ mS!b ~ (Gazetteer of the
[Pacific] Ocean Archipelago). The latter half is sub-divided into
ten parts: "Dizhi lun" itl!ii~ (Geology), II Di s h i Lun" itl!~~ (Topography), IIShui Lun" *~ (Water), "Qi Lun" 5U ~~ (Atmosphere), "Guang
Lun" J't~ (Light), IICaomu zonglun" 1jt*f(t~
(Plants, Overall
Account) ,IIShengwu zonglun" ~~f(t~ (Li v i n g creature s , Overall
Account), IIRenlei zonglun" Am~~ (Huma n Beings, Overall Account),
"Diwen zonglun" itl!3t~~ (Physiography ), and "Dishi lun" itl!se~ (Historical Geography). At the end of my copy of the work, there is a
note that reads: IIYamashiroya Sahee L.1J ~ ~ {:ti: ~ 14j
, Hakko shorin ~ 51
:m::t* , Number 2 Nihonbashi street, II but it is unclear whether this
was the original publisher or not.
There is also a preface at the beginning of the work, dated
"Ninth [lunar] month, fall, Ansei 5 [1858], It by Shionoya Toin Jiiftg
~ (Seiko itt 51
, 1809-67). Shionoya was a Kangaku scholar, who was
also much concerned with foreign affairs and an avid supporter of
national defense. He particularly devoted his attention to collecting information about the opium War in China, so as to warn Japanese
of the dangers to their country. His works in this vein include:
Ahen ibun 1\iiJ~~.M [Reports on Opium], Kakka ron ~.~ [On
Ineffectuality], Chukai shigi .ifij;fL~ [Personal Views of Maritime
Planningl·
In his preface, Toin compares the Dili guanzhi to the Haiguo
tuzhi ifijlE~~ [Illustrated Gazetteers of Sea Kingdoms, by Wei Yuan
tl~
(1794-1856)] and the Yinghuan zhiltle [by Xu Jiyu ~mf; ,
[1795-1873], both of which were reprinted in Japan, as I will discuss
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later. "The [Haiguo] tuzhi is absorbed in detail," he notes, "while
the [Yinghuan] zhi IUe stresses facts. Neither one has yet to exhaust [knowledge of] geography." The Dili guanzhi had "many errors
in its chronicling of Japan," but "that was probably due to the fact
that grasping everYthing in simple terms by reading through materials
in just a few days so as to elucidate the general contours of Japan
and discuss its geography must have been the only available short. cut." At the end of the preface, he notes: "Recently, Mr. Senshu
Iwase tti#lil. [sic.] put money into reprinting this work, and he
asked me for a few words. I was inclined to reject the idea, but
could not." In other words, Iwase invested his own money in reprinting the Dili .gu an zh i and requested that Toin pen this preface.
The "Mr. Senshu Iwase" mentioned in Tain's preface was Iwase
Higo no kami :5.IlE~~ (Tadanori .~5 , 1818-61), an administrator
in the foreign office in the bakumatsu period. Senshu was his style.
He had long been concerned with foreign affairs and in the bakumatsu
period was particularly attentive to plans for the opening of Japan
to foreign interaction: although at first inclined toward an exclusion policy in shogunal foreign relations, he shifted to supporting a
policy of openness. In Bakumatsu seijika ~*iJ&tii~ [Politicians of
the Late Edo Period] (Tokyo: Min'yijsha, 1900), Fukuchi Ochi ~i1!!fi(mi
(Gen I ichiro ~- M
, 1841-1906) mentions Iwase as one of the "three
outstanding men of the bakumatsu period." When Iwase and other officials of the bakufu entered into point-by-point deliberations with
Townsend Harris over the text of a commercial treaty that Harris, the
American envoy, had drafted, Fukuchi notes: "Iwase was an exceedingly
astute man. Not only did he often attack first and compel Harris to
defend himself: but, years later when I was in the united states, I
learned directly from Harris of many treaty stipulations which had to
be altered when Iwase refuted his arguments, and I came to understand
just how talented Iwase had been.,,16
Thus, Iwase saw that the anti-treaty group of the time knew of
the conditions overseas, just holding obstinately to an exclusion
policy of keeping Japan cut off from the outside. He deplored this
situation (as we can see from his letters), and it would seem he was
trying to enlighten his countrYmen by having this book reprinted in
Japan. Here, political and diplomatic considerations appear to have
been behind the reprinting of this work.
In the second part of his Keigaku shibun shu ~ $ R )( m [Collec·t i on of Poetry and Prose by (Hashimoto) Keigaku (Sanai)], in
Hashimoto Keigaku zenshu ~ ~ $ ~ m [Collected Works of Hashimoto
Keigaku] (Tokyo: Unebi shoba Bi7.m lim , 1943), there is a poem by
Hashimoto (1834-59) entitled "After Reading the Dili guanzhi." On
the basis of poems written at about the same time, it seems that the
poem was written in the twelfth month of 1858, when Hashimoto was
living in confinement. Because Taints preface to the edition of Dili
guanzhi reprinted by Iwase is dated "ninth [lunar] month, fall, Ansei
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5 [1858]," Hashimoto may have read a text Iwase reprinted and presented to him. (I have heard that there may be an 1857 edition of
the Dili guanzhi as well) .
In order to do something in a forceful manner that would reform
the shogunate, Iwase tried to go beyond Hotta Masayoshi i,ijl EB if lIi
(1810-64), a member of the shogunal Council of Elders, and Ii Naosuke
#f]lffii5l'i1
(1815-60), chief minister to the shogun, directly to the
daimyo of Fukui m# domain and member of the Tokugawa family,
Matsudaira Shungaku f~¥;ff$ (Yoshinaga J1f7i< ,1828-90). In this
connection, he became closely acquainted with Hashimoto, who was an
associate of shungaku's.17 Also, Hashimoto and Iwase were linked as
advocates of opening Japan to foreign contacts and trade. And, thus,
the anti-Tokugawa Hashimoto received a wide array of reports about
internal shogunal business from Iwase. More than twenty letters from
Iwase to Hashimoto that are contained in the Hashimoto Keigaku zenshu
are ample testimony to this connection between them. Furthermore,
their close ties in activities surrounding national affairs are detailed in a volume by Nakane Yukie tjJ~!H~iI (1807-77), Sakumu kiji
fYF~8C*
[Diary of Recent Dreams] (published posthumously by Yao J\~
shoten in 1896, with a preface by Katsu Kaishu JBj;itij:At
,1823-99) •
Nakane and Hashimoto were shungaku's two right-hand men and were
thoroughly up on all his secret doings of the time.
In a letter to Hashimoto, dated 4/20/1858, Iwase writes: "I. have
in my possession the xiaer guanzhen. If you would like to look at
it, please let me know when I can make it available to you." Xiaer
guanzhen was a Chinese-language, monthly news report pUblished
(beginning in 1853) in Hong Kong by foreign missionaries. According
to Yi Kongzhen -t~~ (1890-1935), Zhongguo baoxue shi r:p~~$~
[History of Newspapers in China] (Shanghai: Commercial' Press, 1927;
Hong Kong reprint: Taiping shuju, 1964), it continued pUblishing
until 1856. Unlike 'Liuhe congtan, though, it was not reprinted in
Japan and seems to have circulated in manuscript copies. (I have a
copy of the third issue). About fifteen years ago, I caught sight on
a booklist from a used-book store of a more or less complete set of
these, albeit with the dates slightly off. Yoshida Shoin
(1830-59) and others of his day read this journal, as ~e can see from
a letter Shoin wrote on 9/2/1857 to Nagahara Takeshi :&rnUit
: "Although difficult to come by, I have rece~ved the Xiaer guanzhen.,,18
Also, in his "Batsu Isabo yugen" iOC f]l t..P~ iii §
[Afterward to Aesop's
Fables], Shein noted having read in the Xiaer guanzhen about the
fable of the horse and the tiger. 19
Not only was Iwase an administrator in the foreign office; he
was also much interested in events overseas, and he collected this
sort of journal to read through. 20 Where he noted in the letter
cited above that he "could make it available to" Hashimoto, he was
effectively offering it to Hashimoto's lord, Matsudaira shungaku, at
the latter's convenience and asking him to examine it.
Furthermore, William Muirhead, the author of the Dili guanzhi,
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was many times visited by Takasugi Shinsaku rI§lJ~:mfF (1839-67), who
traveled to Shanghai in 1862 aboard the shogunate's trade ship, the
Senzaimaru =f ~ :tL
Takasugi described doing so in his YU-Shin
goroku i!!im liJJ
[Five Diaries of a Trip to China] (in Toko sensei
ibun ~IUT;t~i'D,(
[The Literary Remains of Takasugi Shinsaku],
Tokyo: Min ' yusha, 1916). In the diary entry for the morning of
5/23/1862, he notes that he and Godai Saisuke lift:tWJ (1835-85,
later Tomoatsu 15t~ , the first president of the Osaka Chamber of
Commerce) "visited the Englishman Muirhead. Muirhead is a Christian
missionary who carries on his missionary work among the people of
Shanghai. The churches within the city fall within Muirhead's jurisdiction. We proceeded to his place of residence, ••• and asked for a
copy of the book Lianbang zhi Hie and other works before leaving."
They again visited him on the morning of the 25th, but on this occasion Takasugi noted that Muirhead was not in. On the 27th, Takasugi
and Nakamuda Kuranosuke tfJ $ 8311i Z WJ (later vice-admiral in the
Japanese navy, head of the Naval Staff College, and Chief of the
Naval General Staff) "went to Muirhead's [home]. We asked to see
. such writi ngs as Shanghai xinbao 1:Ail~f:G [Shanghai News], Shuxue
gimeng, and Daishuxue, and then returned." The later two works,
mentioned immediately above, were works by Alexander Wylie and Li
Shanlan. On 6/26, Takasugi and Nakamuda again visited Muirhead, but
he was not at home.
In his Nakamuda Kuranosuke "den e:p $ 83 :fl Z WJ fi,; [Biography of
Nakamuda Kuranosuke] (not for sale, 1919), Nakamura Takaya tfJFt~1:!?
freqUently cites Nakamuda's own notes of this trip to China. In
Nakamura's section entitled "Shanhai toka" J:Ail~M
(Crossing to
Shanghai), he quotes Nakamuda to the effect: "When I visited the
Englishman Muirhead on 6/12, he lent me a four-volume work on the
Long-Haired Bandits [Taiping rebels] ••• I spent the entire next day
copying it into my diary." At this time, a group of Taipings were
holed up on the outskirts of Shanghai, and reports about them were
circulating furiously within the city. On 5/27 as well, Takasugi and
Nakamuda visited, Muirhead, and Takasugi purchased Shanghai xinbao
(Which carried news stories about the Taiping rebels), Shuxue gimeng,
and Daishuxue from him. Nakamuda also requested several books, and
as a return gift for receiving on the earlier occasion (5/25)
Muirhead's work, Nakamuda gave him a folding fan and a wood-block
color print. Nakamuda fails to note specifically which of Muirhead's
works he had received on that earlier occasion, but we can see in
Nakamuda 's Shanhai toka kij i 1: Ail ~ AA ~2:$
[Diary of the Crossing to
Shanghai], where he records the maps and booklists he sought in
Shanghai, Muirhead's Dili gyanzhi and Da Yingguo zhi. Thus, it would
seem as though pe was given works of this sort, which had already
been reprinted in Japan in 1861. Perhaps Takasugi's reference to
"other works" when he asked Muirhead for "Lianbang zhi Hie and other
works" included the Dili gyanzhi.
Needless to say, it would have been unthinkable for the visits
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paid by Takasugi, Godai, and Nakamuda to Muirhead who resided at a
Christian Church to have been in search of Christianity itself. The
national interdiction on Christianity was still in effect. On this
same voyage to Shanghai was Notomi Kaijiro ~m1r~rm (1838-1912).
In his Shanhai zakki J:. #iUfH2 [Notes on Shanghai] ,21 he wrote that on
two occasions they were visited at their lodgings by some Chinese
students who wanted to present them with a Bible, and both times the
entire Japanese group sent them away. This tends to indicate as well
the strength of the anti-Christian ban. Churches often had printing
presses on their premises and, while they printed religious materials
for missionary activities, introductory works of Western scholarship
and learning written by missionaries as well as various newspapers
and magazines (with missionary phrases included here and there) were
also pUblished. Thus, in their search for the "new" learning (as
w~ll as intelligence reports), Takasugi and his fellow travelers had
no choice but to go and come at churches frequently.

Notes

a. The Kaiseijo, earlier known as Kaisei gakko m.lBX~f1
,was
the shogunate's school for teachers of Western learning and Westernstyle mathematics. In 1863, its name was changed to Bansho
shirabesho :m i!f ~ PJT : in 1868, the Meij i government restored its
original name as Kaisei gakko: it was renamed the next year Daigaku
nanko
~ Wi f3e
: and, after several more name-changes, it became
Tokyo University in 1877. The edition of the Wanguo gongfa cited
here is held in the collections of Harvard-Yenching Library and the
library of the University of Calfornia, Berkeley.

*

The person who entered the Japanese reading punctuation in
the text is not made explicit, but it was Nishi Amane!§Hi}
(182897) according to Otsuki Nyoden *MroJ18
,Nihon Yogaku hennen shi
8 *i$~t;fF~
[Chronological History of Western Learning in Japan],
with additional annotations by Sato Eishichi {tj: Ii -t (Tokyo:
Kinseisha, 1965).
~.

*

b. Also held in the collection of the Hoover Institution,
Stanford University.
c. One other volume in this line, held in the collections of
Harvard-Yenching Library and the Starr Library (Columbia University),
is Theodore Dwight Woolsey (Wuerxi ~fif! ,1801-89, translated by W.
A. P. Martin), Gongfa bianlan ~#;~ti [Guide to International Law]
(Beijing: Tongwenguan, 1877).
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2. In his "Kaigai chishiki II 7fij ~ ~ ~ [KnoWledge from overseas],
in Kinsei sodan :ill: ill if ~ [Modern Stories] (Tokyo: Hokkai shuppansha,
1944), Watanabe Shiijiro iNill~~l$
writes: "In a letter dated fourth
month, 1868, saigo Takamori i!§lBll.tmf [1827-77], considered the man
who had contributed the greatest military exploits to the political
cause of the Restoration, included the words: 'I responded to the
English minister that Tokugawa Yoshinobu would be treated according
to international law (bankoku koho) and would not be subject to
attack.' Can we see here how the understanding of international law
at that time offers a glimpse into the political situation?"
d. An 1880 edition (Beijing: Tongwenguan) of this translation
can be found in the Harvard-Yenching Library and the starr Library,
Columbia University.
3. In Meij i bunken mokuroku IJJH~3tiiV: § Ii
[Bibliography of Meij i
Documents], ed. Takaichi Yoshio ~ m~ m (Tokyo: Nihon hyoronsha,
1932), the reading "Gatchin" is written in Japanese syllabaries beside the Chinese characters for Hobson's name. This is incorrect.
e. A copy can be found in the collection of Harvard-Yenching
Library, published by the Huiaiyiguan £ ~ ~ if;
f. No copies of ~ l8ehlun, Fuying xinshuo, and Neike xi~shuo
are apparently to be found in library collections in the United
states, according to the printed catalogUes available. I recently
found the first and third of these, dated Ansei 5 (1858) and Ansei 6
(1859), respectively, as well as an 1857 edition of Quanti xinlun for
sale in a printed catalogue of the Tokyo bookstore, Tojo shoten.
4. At the time, Japanese intellectuals were able to read Kanbun
(classical Chinese). Precisely because the population of Kanbunreaders was so overwhelmingly large, these medical texts could be
diffused and made use of.
5. I would like to add the following note. Western medical
science, it is usually argued, was introduced to China by foreign
missionaries at the end of the Ming dynasty. Jean Terrenz (Deng
Yuhan ~:E~ , 1576-1630) --Swiss missionary to China, friend of
Galileo, and a man knowledgeable in medicine--worked, together with
Matteo Ricci, to implement calendrical reforms. He also prepared-working with Li Zhizao *Z~ (1565-1629) in Hangzhou in the waning
years of the Chongzhen reign (1628-44) at the end of the Ming--an
abridged translation of the work of Andreas Vesalius (1514-64), a
Belgian considered the father of modern anatomy, under the title
Renshen gaishuo A~.~ [Outlines of the Human Body] in two juan.
It seems that this text on human anatomy was not at all widely disseminated in China, nor was it conveyed to Japan. Had it been intro42

duced to Japan, it probably would have helped sugita Genpaku
in his painstaking work of translating Kaitai shinsho NiH*ffT~ [New
Work on Dissection, 1774) in his Rangaku kotohaj ime tIiI1 $ $ !If:j [The
Beginnings to Dutch Learning).
g. A copy may also be found in the collections of the Hoover
Institution, stanford University, and the starr Library, Columbia
University.
h. A copy may also be found in the collections of HarvardYenching Library and the starr Library, Columbia University.

i. A copy may also be found in the collections of HarvardYenching Library and the starr Library, Columbia University.
6. Theories concerning "dynamics" (Ch. lixue, J. rikigaku) can
already be seen in the 1854 (Kaei 7) work, Rigaku teiyo ~$m~
[Summary of the Physical Sciences], compiled and edited on the basis
of Dutch books by the physician and Dutch Learning scholar Hirose
Motoyasu It iI JC ~
My copy of this work has a first part with four
string-bound volumes and a second part with one.
j. Copies of the original can be found in the starr Library,
Columbia University and Harvard~Yenching Library. There are also two
reprints held in the collection of the latter: Changsha: Shangwu
paiyinben, 1939; and Taibei: Taiwan xuesheng shudian, 1965, six
volumes.
I

7. The word used for "geometry" is pronounced j ihe ~ faT in
Chinese, much like the first half of the term in Latin, Geometria,
and some have considered it a loan into Chinese; there was also a
certain sense of free translation introduced in the characters chosen
to convey the sound, for they ordinarily mean "some" [as in some
money or some time]. On this subject, Watanabe Shujiro writes in his
Kinsei sosetsu: "An English-Japanese Dictionary published as early as
1862 translated geometry as sokuryogaku 1«1111$ • Nonetheless, from
the Meiji period forward the term kikagaku ~f~~ (Ch. jihexue) be. came the conventional term for geometry. The fact that some people
criticized as inappropriate the use of the Chinese characters now
read kikagaku (but potentially misread, reflecting the ordinary meaning of the term) and not using the term for geodesy reflects a desire
to translate the actual meaning of 'geometry' into Japanese."
I also have a text by Wylie entitled Shuxue qimeng ~ $ f§ ~
[Rudiments of Mathematics] (with a postface dated 1853 by his disciple Jin Chengfu ~1iXm ). The place of publication is not indicated,
as only the year is given on the cover. Since my copy carries the
designation "kanban" 'g~ (official publication), we know it to be a
Japanese reprint. It contains such technical terms as reducing frac43

tions to common denominators (tsubun @~ ), reducing fractions to
lowest terms (yakubun *'~ ~
repeating decimals (junkan shesu Wi ~
Y ~), e xtraction of square roots (kaihei ~ SJZ ), and logarithms
(taisu x1 ~ ), and it has a table of logarithms as an appendix. A
one-volume Japanese reprint is listed as well in the Kanseki mokuroku
~ it § ~ [Catalogue of Chinese Books] of the Naikaku Bunko pq M)( Iiji.
In
this same catalogue, a Japanese reprint of a book entitled Daishuxue
fC~~ [Elements of Algebra, by Augustus de Morgan] (J. Daisugaku) is
listed as well, "orally translated by Wylie, transcribed by Li
Shanlan," dated "Meiji 5 [1872], proofread by Tsukamoto Ki ~"*~
"

),

8. He later served as one of three assistants to the Bible
Translation Committee (comprised of three foreign missionaries)
founded in 1874, and he was of particUlar help to James Curtis
Hepburn (1815-1911). We can now see that he used as a reference the
Chinese translation of the Bible and that he adopted unchanged from '
that translation the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, Revelations,
and the like. I have made a preliminary comparison of the Chinese
and Japanese translations of the Bible and found an enormous amount
simply carried over from the former into the latter. The translation
of the Bible began in Japan in 1874 and was completed in 1880. See
Yamamoto Hidetaru L1J ~ ~ ,Nihon Kurisuto kyekai shi 8"* ~ ~ fi ~ ~
[History of the Christian Church in Japan] (published by the
Christian Church of Japan, 1929). The great efforts to which Okuno
went in punctuating and translating this and other Chinese texts are
manifest. I also own a three-volume Kunten Kyuyaku seisho IPjL~.18~
~If [Old Testament with Reading Punctuation] (1883) and Kunten
Shin I yaku seisho lim.~ fi ~ ~ If
[New Testament with Reading Punctuation] (1884)--both pUblished in Yokohama by the "American Bible
Company"--which are the Chinese translation of the Bible with reading
punctuation and Japanese syllabaries added to indicate inflection in
Japanese. These seem to have circulated rather widely, for some
appeared with different bindings from the same pUblishers. I also
have another work translated by Okuno, Jidu shilu ~~~ij [The True
story of Christ, J. Kirisuto jitsugaku ], "written by Alexander
williamson, transcribed by Dong shutang ml!~ of the Qing"
(published by Iijima Seiken fii.'H;D~ ,1882).

*

k. Much of this publication information is not supplied by
Masuda. A copy of the 1864 second edition is held in the collection
of California state Library, Sacramento.
1. Also in volume 17 of Meij i bunka zenshu
BjHEi)( ft ~ ~ [Collected writings of Meij i culture], ed , Yoshino Sakuze E !f fF ~

(Tokyo: Nihon hyeron sha, 1927-30).

*

9. These can be found in Yamaguchi Muneyuki LlJ 0 L ,Zenshu
mishu Hashimoto Sanai kankei shirye kenkyU ~IUfifjj"* t: ~ ~ f* ~ ~ iiJf ~
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[studies of Historical Materials Concerning Hashimoto Sanai Not Found
in His Collected Works] (1940, not for sale).
10. NarushimaRyUhoku has also written: "Yanagawa sensei ryakujo"
#lJ iDJ 5t: ~ ~ ~
[Brief biography of Professor Yanagawa] and "Yanagawa
sensei itsuji" m7DI5t:~igr.
[Unknown facts about Professor Yanagawa],
both included in RyUhoku isho m:ltiit~ [RyUhoku' s Posthumous Manuscripts] (Tokyo: Hakubunkan, 1892). Narushima notes that he enjoyed
a "particularly close friendship with" Yanagawa, and he lauds the
latter's genius to the stars.
11. Otsuki Fumihiko, Fukken zassan ii 'f ~ 11 [Miscellaneous Collection of FUkken] (Tokyo: Kobundo shoten, 1902).
12. I have seen only a copy of this work, not the original.
13. Morrison was the author of a history of the countries of the
world, entitled Gujin wanguo gangjian lu t5"~7J~~2i~ [Narrative Record of the Countries of the World, Past and Present], which was
reprinted in Japan in the Meiji period. As for Lin Zexu, many ar~
the sections in Wei Yuan's Haiguo tuzhi which bear the mark of Lin's
"explanation." More to follow on this theme.
m. Copies of this text can be found in the collections of the
starr Library, Columbia University, and the Harvard-Yenching Library.
14. See Kondo Seisai zenshu ili: 3i iE 1ii ~ m [Collected Works of
Kondo Seisai] (Tokyo: Kokusho kankokai, 1906), vol. 3 •
.15. See Ayusawa Shintaro and Okubo Toshiaki *-!A ~ ;flj il , Sakoku
jidai Nihon jin no kaigai chishiki i1tOO~ttB*AO)#i9j.~~
[Overseas
Knowledge of the Japanese During the Closed Door Period] (Tokyo:
Kangensha, 1953).
n. A copy of the original can be found at the Harvard-Yenching
Library.
16. Fukuchi also notes that Iwase had a bit of training in Dutch
Learning. Kurimoto Joun ~*iIJ~ (1822-97), administrator in the
foreign office who was resident in France in the bakumatsu period and
who rushed home when news of the Meiji Restoration reached him (and
later became head of Hochi shinbun W~IHJiM ), has noted that Iwase
worked hard to turn general Dutch learning toward more knowledge of
English studies. In his letters to Hashimoto Sanai, Iwase addressed
them in English and horizontally to: "Sanai ~ Higo" (see Hashimoto
Keigaku zenshu, vol. 6, letters).
17. Iwase and Hashimoto were agreed (as was Shungaku for that
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matter) in their desire to see Ritotsubashi Yoshinobu succeed to the
position of shogun.
18. In Yoshida Shein, "Shotoku zasshu" ifill • •
(Collected letters), section two of Shein sensei icho f~~:$t~i:RW [Posthumous
Works of Yoshida Shein] (Tokyo: Min'yijsha, 1909).
19. In Yoshida Shein, "Yushitsu bunke"

~~)(m

(Manuscripts in a
darkened room), in Shoin sensei icho (Tokyo: Min'yijsha, 1908).
20. On Iwase Rigo no kami, Kurimoto Joun has written "Iwase Rigo
no kami to j ireki!' E iii IJE ~ ~ OJ ~ lfl
(Account of Iwase, lord of Rigo) ,

in Roan jushu ~Iii+~ [Ten Pieces from the Gourd Rut] (Tokyo:
Rochisha, 1892). Kurimoto and Iwase studied together at the Shoheiko
~~.
, the official bakufu college. This essay describes Iwase's
personality and career in a little more detail. For even greater
detail on Iwase, see C)ta Kumatare ~ 83 1m ~ nB
, "Iwase Tadanori," in a
special issue (autumn 1926) of Chuo shidan tjJ~~!:I (published by the
Kokushi koshukai 00 ~ M4 ~ ~ ) on the subj ect of ..individuals in the
late Tokugawa and Meiji eras."
21. Included in BunkyU ninen Shanhai nikki
)(~=1fJ:ifij B ~2
[Diaries of Shanghai in 1862] (Tokyo: Zenkoku shobo, 1946).
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